
May 25 2016 FACCUS meeting minutes 

Location 
Eng: CPH-2371 
 

In Attendance  
Jason T. (ISS, IST), Stephen (CS, IST & Sci), Steve (CS, IST & ENG), Scott (Arts), Mike (CS, IST & 
Housing), Bernie (ENV), Jennifer (CS, IST & ENV), Debbie (Math), Cassie (CS, IST & AHS), Allan 
(Sci), Lisa (CS, IST & Arts). 

Minutes 
Introduction of Debbie Brown, attending for Chris/Lori   

1. Approval of minutes from last meeting 
2. Anything to add to today's agenda? 

o Natasha not available, so we’ll get info about Waterloo Photo sometime later. 

o WatIAM was down. This was a planned outage, announced on May 9 and 16. 

Could we get an update, i.e., is WatIAM back up? YES.  Concern that there was 

no announcement when WatIAM was back up. 

o Some discussion on improving IST communication, syncing content in various 

locations.  The WatIAM outage is in IST noticeboard, but not in the RT service 

updates, for example. 

3. Various projects/initiatives in Information Systems & Technology (IST)  
o Email security gateway QA (10 minutes) (Jason T.) 

1. The decision was made to increase the security of UW email.  
Mailservices has been effective using open source tools but more is 
needed.  CryptoLocker (ransomware) hit campus and targeted HR with 
resumes, finance with invoices. There are ongoing spam/phishing attacks. 
Successful attacks have caused UW to be blacklisted. Threat intelligence 

is used for more effective defence against most sophisticated attacks.  
2. A Trend Micro solution has been purchased. It will only apply to Connect 

accounts. There are two components: a gateway component and a 
component attached to connect with plugins, for outlook/OWA so a user 
can check their own quarantine or blocked email.  

3. Testing now, then start going live in the summer.   
4. Policies can be applied that match URLs to the text of phishing messages.  
5. Questions, with answers to be provided as testing continues.  

1. Will we quarantine or delete?  Can people override settings?   
2. How flexible will these decisions be? For example, will there be 

different settings per faculty? 
6. There will be training for people, such as help desks, to support users. 
7. Current testing is with the current exchange software. The upgrade to 

Exchange 2016 will need to be explored. 



o IDM project update (Jason T):  
1. Not making changes to the old system now, but moving it to Linux VMs.  

The RFP has been awarded:  SailPoint.  Similar to what we have today.  
We are working on initial deployment plan.   

2. It may be used to manage office 365 accounts.  Good starting point.  Not 

currently used, takes data from student, maybe alumni, maybe staff. 

Update: the timing of two projects didn't line up 
3. New 1A students will get their accounts at the end of June.  They will be 

handled manually. Then by Sept we’ll allow other students to opt in. 
4. Then add HR stuff.  Early 2017 complete migration. 
5. Need help desk support training for the June students.  And continuing 

training. as migration continues.  1A students may still use WatIAM for 
passwords.  It is just the office 365 accounts that will be created.  

6. Duplicate accounts, multiple roles, maybe self service to create an 
account. Or to add roles.  For example, with a new sessional, MFCF 
sponsors an account, when HR info comes through, the person goes to a 
webpage and joins the info. 

7. May have mandatory training before giving admin priv.   
8. New gender option, and second step will be possibly write in for gender.   

Gender inclusivity training included in WatIAM training.  IDM will need to 
deal with this.  Service desk training and connection to GLOW.   Update: 

After discussions with the registrar, the IAMNG project will look at 

moving forward with no gender information 
o Waterloo Photos (10-15 minutes) (Natasha) 

1. Lisa talked a bit about Waterloo photo. Digital Asset Management name 

change because only photos are stored. Mostly for marketing, it seems, 

with maximum 500 people. Provides controlled sharing. 

o Windows 10/Office 2016 project for Academic Support (15 minutes) (Stephen 
M.) 

1. We will be deploying Windows 10 (sooner or later). Maybe should push 
ahead with those machines that got the podium image today.  Mostly 
moving from Windows 7 to 10 as Windows 8 was not widely deployed. 
The UI is different but many people will already have it at home.  There 
may be privacy issues. An image is being tested. AHS and ENV will 
probably go to Windows 10 in student labs for Sept.  Though if the profs 
are still using 7 on the podiums there may be confusion.  There is an 
anniversary update in July and the modern apps (e.g., Edge) may be 
updated. This update may deal with some of the privacy issues as in the 
“edu” version, user details may not be sent. 

2. For Office 2016.  Why not upgrade at the same time?  User experience 

isn’t that different.  AHS has upgraded.  ENV is going but to 64 bit.  
Stephen has a survey, anonymous. We will try to be moving by 



November.  New machines will be deployed using Windows 10/Office 
2016, sooner or later. 

o RT tips (5 minutes) (Lisa) 
1. Lisa has a draft update to the tips section of Request Request Tracker Tips 

(https://uwaterloo.ca/request-tracking-system/new-rt4/issue-solver-
documentation).  It is not yet public. Some of the tips are general 
information about how RT works, others are tips about workflow 
processes that may not apply to all queues.  Some are general best 
practises; such as “make sure that all tickets have an owner (so that 
someone will receive an email when requestors reply to tickets)”. 

1. If a ticket has been placed in your queue by mistake, probably the 
best thing to do is to move it back into the general queue, maybe 
with a note about where it should go.  All IT staff should have 
access to the general queue. 

2. There are suggestions on when to resolve a ticket. For example, if 
a ticket is for something to be set up/changed that it is fairly 
straightforward in most cases it will be OK to resolve the ticket as 
soon as the work is done. Don’t forget to click the update button 
when resolving. 

3. Lisa will send the link when it is available. 
4. It is only possible to have one ticket owner at this time, but we 

haven’t been using the role of AdminCC of a ticket which could 
satisfy that need. 

4. After hours IT Service Desks: you can link to from your web sites:  
o Village 1 Service Desk 
o Davis Centre Service Desk 
o In part to promote UW housing. 
o Help desks could advertise these.  Both from their websites (and poster?) 

5. Question for group: What computing resources do students want/need? Has anyone 
surveyed students or otherwise sought their input? (Cassie)  

o Busy open space vs. quiet dedicated room 
o Desktop workstations vs. desk space for laptops with power and Ethernet. 
o Math talks to MathSoc.  Lab space use is to be (or is being) monitored.  Some lab 

space may be reduced. 
o Engineering talks to EngSoc. Lab usage is monitored.  Desks are extended so they 

can be used by laptops and as collaborative space.  
o Science talks to SciSoc.  There is a space crunch in Science. Students don’t always 

have laptops, just mobile devices.  
o Environment has wheelchair accessible lab space and a standing desk. 

6. Future FACCUS agenda items/discussion topics (from last meeting suggestions) (Lisa)  
o The list is on the FACCUS SharePoint site in the FACCUS Shared Documents 

library.  
o From today’s WatIAM discussion, reviewing IST communications. 
o Interest is other services such as SCInage, OAT and evaluate. 
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7. Faculty/area updates (all) 
o Sci:  SCCM great for getting the word out.  Using Labscribe, software that 

connects to health devices. 
o Eng:  At least one lab moving to win10. 
o Arts:  Accounting has a new 54 seat lab.   5 TV screens.   Only accounting can use 

it.  The timing of the move of the podiums to windows 10 may delay Arts going 
to win10 in faculty.  Some 900 machines, the order might be labs, then … 
The ACO is  moving to the responsive design in August.  The move of the rest of 
the Faculty has begun.  Personal pages for faculty members are coming. The ACO 
SharePoint site is being re-organized  

o ENV:  Upgrade to Office 2016 is coming.  We’re working on the scheduling, 
testing and deploying. Windows 10 will be in the labs for the Fall.  One lab has 
been moved and downsized. 

o Math:  Office 2016 has been pushed out to Macs in Math for faculty, staff and 

grads. To date there has not been a lot of feedback.  MFCF is utilizing SCCM for 

new machine setups.  Windows 10 is not yet being deployed as IST is not ready to 

provide support. MFCF is working towards using the campus AD (Nexus) for 

their services. The target date for completion is September 2016  
o AHS: Lab sites are moving to responsive design.  Skype for business for faculty 

and staff.  Office 2016 move done.  A protected B server moved to IST. 
8. Who to host next FACCUS meeting: Env 
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